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In China, all dispute resolution mechanisms have introduced online dispute resolution (ODR) 
system into their operations. To address this situation, this article suggests the principle of 
due process should include the limitations of Internet-based dispute resolution attempts and 
the impact of technologies should be taken seriously. The first part of this paper introduces 
the development of ODR in China. The second part identifies the major areas in which 
the due process should be secured. The third part focuses on new technologies and its 
relationship with ODR and among others, electronic evidence and artificial intelligence are 
discussed. This article concludes that we first need to consider the rapid development of 
ODR, while the settled procedural principles regarding due process and neutrality should 
still be the primary task of civil justice and Alternative Dispute Resolution.
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I. IntroductIon

The Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) is not a new concept,1 but rather has 
developed over a long period of time in an academic and practical sense.2 In 
addition to the well-accepted alternative dispute resolution (ADR) mechanism, 
ODR is one of the “two global movements” that can dramatically affect the 
“complexion of justice.”3 The “convergence of ODR and ADR within the 
courts is transforming the nature of access to justice,”4 although some argue for 
emphasizing the distinction between online ADR and online courts.5

As the Covid-19 pandemic around the world has posed a serious challenge to 
the administration of civil justice, nearly every jurisdiction should seriously adjust 
to the current conditions.6 However, because humankind today is better equipped 
with scientific and technological tools than the time of the 1918 influenza, it has 
not so far been necessary to postpone dispute resolution or hold hearings outdoors 
in open spaces like parks.7 Online services such as Skype, Zoom, CISCO Webex, 
and software systems operated by the governmental authority8 are available for 
holding virtual hearings. The Home Office, rather than keeping adjudicators 
locked in closed rooms, has not opposed the compulsory rule,9 and court 
proceedings had to change rapidly to constrain the spread of the virus.10

In this vein, both the national judiciary and ADR mechanisms have been 
heavily affected. For instance, in the area of international commercial arbitration,11 
the newest empirical international arbitration survey of the Queen Mary University 
of London shows that compared with the survey findings from three years prior, 
comprehensive virtual hearings are much more frequently held. Even in this case, 
however, videoconferencing has not changed dramatically.12 Although the question 
of whether the already well-established arbitration belongs to ADR depends on 
the definition of ADR in the national or international contexts, it is clear that 
arbitration and the other ADR mechanisms need to be adjusted, as well. Lawyers 
and other professionals now try to ensure that they can continue their work with 
the solution of ODR which does differ from traditional dispute resolution.

Online courts have increased access to justice worldwide during Covid-19,13 
but the online environment has led to some practical problems. In China, all 
dispute resolution mechanisms (civil courts, commercial arbitration, facilitated 
mediation, and e-commerce) have introduced ODR into their operations. All four 
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mechanisms face the same online conditions and thus face similar problems. This 
situation makes Chinese legal approach to addressing the issues a good example 
for observation. 

The primary purpose of this research is to emphasize that regarding various 
existing ODR mechanisms in China, the principle of due process should include 
the limitations of Internet-based dispute resolution attempts and the impact 
of technologies should be taken seriously. This paper is composed of five 
parts including Introduction and Conclusion. Part two will review the current 
development of ODR in China. Part three will discuss the role of ODR in China 
for securing the general principle of due process. Part four will deal with new 
technologies for ODR.

 

II. WIdely Accepted onlIne dIspute 
     resolutIon In chInA

A. Commercial Arbitration
In the area of commercial arbitration, online operations are generally accepted. 
In practice, because of the convenience of arbitral proceedings, the commercial 
arbitration is popular in the whole business world. If the parties could mutually 
decide for online proceedings in specific cases, the responsible arbitration 
institutions should respect the need of parties and prepare the necessary 
framework to improve their own arbitral service. Prior to the global pandemic, the 
online service had already been adopted by Chinese arbitration institutions. For 
instance, the Shenzhen Court of International Arbitration (SCIA) released Online 
Arbitration Rules in 2019. Article 3 of these Rules provides that for disputes 
arising from online transactions or other commercial disputes, where the parties 
agree to submit their dispute to the SCIA for online arbitration, it is understood 
that the parties have agreed to that arbitration. Article 6 makes clear that online 
arbitration cases will be heard online, and related follow-up, such as case 
acceptance, payment of fees and costs, service, exchange of evidence, hearing, 
mediation, rendering of awards, and other procedures, will be generally conducted 
online.

It is also noted that the China International Economic and Trade Arbitration 
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Commission (CIETAC), a leading institution of commercial arbitration, has 
also been the pioneer in ODR in China. In addition to having established an 
online arbitration platform in 2009,14 CIETAC registered ‘ODR’ as part of the 
domain name at one of its websites, the Online Dispute Resolution Center.15 This 
agency resolves, in fact, disputes over .CN domain names and generic top-level 
domain names.16 Moreover, CIETAC announced its Guidelines on Proceeding 
with Arbitration Actively and Properly during the Covid-19 Pandemic (Trial) 
(Hereinafter Guidelines)17 in summer 2020. For instance, the parties and their 
representatives are encouraged to file their arbitration applications with CIETAC’s 
online case filing system or to use the postal service or other noncontact means 
to submit their arbitration applications.18 To promote the efficient service 
of documents, parties are always encouraged to agree to submit and receive 
arbitration documents via email at all phases of the arbitration process. Where 
CIETAC personnel asks in the Notice of Arbitration for the parties’ opinions on 
the submission, receipt, and service of arbitration documents by email, the parties 
are urged to consider approving submission by email.19

In the Guidelines, a virtual oral hearing is specifically held in accordance 
with the Arbitration Rules. During the Covid-19 pandemic, Article 2.6 of the 
Guidelines requests that arbitral tribunals for cases to be examined with oral 
hearings consider holding virtual hearings. Concretely speaking, the tribunal is 
requested to comprehensively consider such factors as the parties’ opinions, the 
complexity of the case, the volume of evidence, any witness to be present, any 
arguments against holding a virtual hearing, and the convenience and equality of 
participants’ access to the virtual hearing facilities.20 Article 2.6 of the Guidelines 
also states that during any virtual hearings, the arbitral tribunal shall fully protect 
the parties’ procedural rights to present their cases reasonably and to enforce the 
arbitral award equally under the applicable procedural law.

Furthermore, Article 2.6 of the Guidelines stipulates that after consulting 
with the parties, an arbitral tribunal can adopt one of the available means for 
virtual hearings based on the case circumstances. First, if arbitrators, parties to a 
case, their representatives, and other participants are located in different parts of 
mainland China, the tribunal can hold a virtual hearing on the CIETAC smart oral 
hearing platform.21 Second, if arbitrators, parties, their representatives, and other 
participants are located in different jurisdictions, or if the hearing will not be held 
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in Chinese, a virtual hearing is possible on an outside video conferencing platform 
that the parties agree to and CIETAC approves. Third, once CIETAC facilities 
reopen to the public, all case participants can participate in virtual hearings at 
their nearest CIETAC facilities. Lastly, if case participants are located in different 
jurisdictions, virtual hearings can be held on joint platforms between CIETAC and 
other foreign arbitration institutions. 

Under these rules, we may figure out the importance of the agreement between 
parties, the flexibility of arbitral proceedings and the power of the arbitral 
tribunals. The special consideration is given to the Covid-19 pandemic, while 
the aforementioned concrete rules could be of utility for the normal operation of 
proceedings when the pandemic is over in the foreseeable future. For successful 
arbitral proceedings, the convenience of dispute resolution and the parties’ 
intention are two crucial elements. Especially, arbitration is the result of private 
autonomy and parties’ choice. There is less doubt on the admissibility of having 
online steps of the proceedings when the parties have agreed to adapt such 
proceedings. Nevertheless, when it comes to the state’s court and its statutory civil 
proceedings, the lawyers may consider whether procedural agreements, in any 
form, could regulate the parties to outline the current or future civil proceedings in 
the public court.22

B. Facilitated Mediation
ODR is also popular in mediation. Mediation is a way for a third party to 
facilitate the settlement between the parties, while arbitration targets at making a 
adjudicative decision to the case at issue.23 Since both arbitration and mediation 
have been acknowledged as major approaches to resolving disputes, an outsider 
may presume that just like the situation in commercial arbitration, the same 
online transformation happens in the area of facilitated mediation. Besides the 
commercial mediation or other forms of mediation out of the judicial process, 
there is so-called judicial mediation, as well. It represents that mediation 
organized by the trial judges themselves is already an ordinary part of the civil 
process in China.24 In this respect, online judicial mediation is possible just as 
online litigation. Despite that there are already countless online mediation cases 
previously, the SPC promulgated the Rules on Online Mediation of People’s 
Courts on December 30, 2021.25 This judicial interpretation says basically that the 
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judges and other mediators could mediate the cases before the commencement 
of or during civil proceedings. Designated Internet courts even have conference 
rooms reserved for online mediation. Moreover, out-of-court mediation can use 
ODR.

Among various mediation possibilities, a Chinese integrated mechanism 
deserves some discussion in this contribution. There is a consensus in China that 
the country needs to adopt a system of “one-stop diversified dispute resolution” 
[一站式多元解纷平台]. In October 2016, according to a special report released by 
the Supreme People’s Court (SPC) in 2019, the SPC launched a unified online 
mediation platform to cover mediation processes from acceptance to classification, 
resolution, and feedback. The platform has multiple functions, such as court-
annexed mediation before and after filing and application for court approval.26 By 
October 31, 2019, it is said that the SPC online mediation platform had served 
2,679 courts, 21,379 professional mediation organizations, and 79,271 mediators 
and resolved a total of 1,369,134 cases via mediation.27 

As one example of this ongoing ODR plan, the First Intermediate People’s 
Court in Hainan Province established the first online platform for mediation28 in 
December 2019. It has connections with the mediation facilities in Hong Kong 
and Macau as well as various governmental branches, arbitration centers, and 
local Women’s Federation. The Women’s Federation, a government-affiliated 
organization whose main responsibilities are to represent and safeguard women’s 
rights and interests, has been able to use this online platform to help settle 
family disputes more effectively.29 It is reported that until October 2021, there 
were in total 328 cases handled on this platform, 135 cases among which were 
international commercial cases.30 

To establish a platform for resolving international commercial disputes31 with 
the organic connection of litigation, mediation, and arbitration,32 the General 
Office of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China and the General 
Office of the Chinese State Council set a target of forming a “one-stop” diversified 
mechanisms for resolving international commercial disputes in June 2018.33 Both 
General Offices then published their Opinion concerning the Establishment of 
the Belt and Road International Commercial Dispute Resolution Mechanism and 
Institutions34 which settled the framework of transnational dispute resolution. 

Half a year later, the SPC selected CIETAC, the Shanghai International 
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Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission, SCIA, the Beijing Arbitration 
Commission, the China Maritime Arbitration Commission, and the Mediation 
Center of the China Council for the Promotion of International Trade and the 
Shanghai Commercial Mediation Center (SCMC) as the first group of arbitration 
and mediation institutions involved in this program.35 There are also articles 
regarding the overall layouts of “smart courts,” stipulating that the SPC should 
continue to strengthen the information-based construction of the “one-stop” 
diversified settlement mechanism for international commercial disputes; optimize 
the functionality of online dispute settlement platforms; and effectively promote 
the organic connection of mediation, arbitration, and litigation. Such efforts aim 
to resolve international commercial disputes in a fair, efficient, and convenient 
manner.36 A senior SPC judge saw the measures aforementioned as “vigorously 
promoting the development of the CICC’s information infrastructure … and 
striving to achieve the goal of the ‘smart trial.’”37 

It is also stipulated that ODR providers can be private entities rather than 
governmental branches. In addition to the court system (pure public) and leading 
arbitration institutions (public and private) that already facilitate mediation, there 
are private mediation entities. The aforementioned SCMC, established in 2011, has 
staked a claim as the first institution in China to specialize in commercial dispute 
mediation,38 which provides services both online and offline. Moreover, there is a 
private player in the city of Shenzhen called Benchmark Chambers International 
& Benchmark International Mediation Center (BCI&BIMC). On October 26, 
2019, BCI&BIMC added mediation to its services offering based on its platform 
for foreign law ascertainment. The agency has also actively invited Chinese and 
international leading mediators with abundant experience across the country to 
join. The services of BCI&BIMC can connect to civil litigation in certain courts. 
For example, the Shenzhen Intermediate People’s Court can use those services for 
online or offline mediation.39 The BCI&BIMC business model can be summarized 
in the following figure.
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Figure 1: The BCI&BIMC Service Procedure
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One might wonder if public resources are used to financially support these private 
providers. The answer is ‘no.’ Even if promoting ODR is one of China’s policies, 
ODR itself is not eligible for any government subsidies. Instead, the parties to 
any online mediation normally pay the fees in advance, with actually allocated 
amounts agreed to by the parties. For instance, BCI&BIMC charges three fees for 
its mediation services, registration, administration, and mediation itself. Fees are 
calculated in consultations between the parties and mediators and can be hourly, 
weekly, or in proportion to the dollar amount being contested. Parties agree on 
hourly or weekly rates when it is difficult to calculate the contested amount.41 
Meanwhile, CIETAC and other online arbitral proceedings are governed by a 
special fee chart with slightly lower than the standard charges.42 However, this 
special arrangement does not waive the fees for the parties to pay.
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C. E-commerce Systems
E-commerce could, by nature, call for Internet-based ADR.43 On the one hand, it 
is noted that the commercial arbitration concentrates mainly on the enforcement 
of commercial contracts. If there are some contractual disputes in the field of 
E-commerce, the parties could rely on the commercial arbitration to determine 
the controversial issues when they previously have concluded a valid arbitral 
agreement. Regarding e-commerce, there should be many materials or evidence 
generated online. An Internet-based arbitration may at least be of advantages 
during evidential exchange and evaluation. On the other, some Internet platforms 
are even responsible for resolving e-commerce disputes. Specifically, Article 63 
of the E-Commerce Law states that an e-commerce platform business should 
establish an online dispute settlement mechanism; develop and publish dispute 
settlement rules; and equitably and impartially settle disputes based on voluntary 
mutual agreement. Article 61 of the same law emphasizes that when a consumer 
buys commodities or receives services on an e-commerce platform and is involved 
in a dispute with the in-platform business, the e-commerce platform business must 
protect the consumer’s lawful rights and interests. Actually, ODR could protect 
consumers’ rights just as it could protect other rights.44

In particular, online platforms such as JD (Chinese version of Amazon)45 and 
Taobao (Chinese version of eBay)46 provide multiple ODR models to facilitate 
dispute resolution, as other Internet platforms do. For instance, Taobao’s 
dispute resolution service is a nonbinding, third-party evaluation system. The 
platform’s special commissioners, who are ordinary employees, perform the 
dispute resolution functions. There are requirements for the burden of evidential 
production and the standard of proof. Under this public jury system established in 
2012, even a voluntarily registered jury could participate in arbitration for some 
types of disputes. Today, Taobao reports more than 4 million jurors registered 
and 16 million cases concluded.47 In addition to ordinary e-commerce between 
consumers and service providers, Taobao governs intellectual property disputes 
under a separate intellectual property dispute resolution mechanism.48 Weibo 
(Chinese version of Twitter) has a similarly comprehensive set of community 
rules.49

CWROnline Dispute Resolution in China
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D. People’s Courts
When the aforementioned ADR mechanisms fail, the state judiciary will play a key 
role as the last resort in dispute resolution. In this case, standard court proceedings 
govern the default rules. Chinese courts take ODR into account very seriously 
and have been attempting to lead the trend in ODR.50 E-courts take one of two 
forms, internal or external. An internal e-court takes place in a physical courtroom 
with communications technologies, whereas an external e-court could be entirely 
virtual.51 As Susskind pointed out, there is a certain question of whether courts are 
a service of the state for dispute resolution or places for people to congregate.52

In 2018, the Internet courts in Beijing, Hangzhou, and Guangzhou tried cases 
entirely online, including acceptance, service, mediation, evidence exchange, 
pretrial preparation, court trial, judgment pronouncement, as stipulated by Article 
1, paragraph 1 of the Provisions of the SPC on Several Issues concerning the 
Trial of Cases by Internet Courts (hereinafter Provisions Internet Courts 2018).53 
FU promptly observed that Chinese courts received 16.51 million new cases 
and resolved 13.08 million cases during the worst months of the pandemic from 
January to July 2020 and that the ratio of closed cases remained stable year-on-
year.54

There are other online courts than the well-known Internet courts. In 2018, the 
SPC established two international commercial courts as standing judicial organs 
that covered major international commercial cases, and both courts incorporated 
ODR mechanisms. In this context, these two courts are not independent courts 
but divisions under the framework of the SPC.55 Article 10 of the Provisions 
of the SPC on Several Issues concerning the Establishment of International 
Commercial Courts of 2018 stipulates that an international commercial court may 
collect evidence and conduct cross-examination using audiovisual transmission 
technology or through other information networks.56 Article 18 of the same 
Provisions adds that an international commercial court may provide electronic 
litigation, trial process information disclosure, and other litigation services, as 
well as support case filing, payment of court fees, inspections of case dossiers, 
exchange of evidence, service of litigation documents, and online hearings.

Moreover, the Beijing Financial Court adopted advanced online case 
management in early 2021. All steps in cases were taken online, and e-dossiers 
were used instead of paper during the entire proceedings. Both parties took 
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part in the online hearings, in which e-dossiers and any additional evidence 
were uploaded before presentation to the trial panels. These e-dossiers were 
subsequently stored for record retention. The panel members examined and 
evaluated the evidence, and the judges’ opinions were collected in an automatic 
interpretation system that then produced transcripts. After proceedings, judges’ 
assistants sent out decisions by electronic service. The whole process for each case 
took only nine days. These cases, by their nature, required setting aside arbitral 
awards, which demands a great extent of the formal review and is thus easier to 
determine than cases being judged on their merits. Nevertheless, the performance 
of this newborn Beijing Financial Court could still represent the possibility of 
promoting electronic proceedings more generally in China.57 The fact that Beijing 
Financial Court took seriously the official news reports about these new electronic 
processes reflects the practical stress on electronic proceedings.

Here, a question may arise of how the newest judicial reforms would perform 
and whether they could lead to a new phase of ODR. For instance, with the Notice 
by the SPC of Issuing the Measures for the Implementation of the Pilot Program 
of the Reform of Separation between Complicated Cases and Simple Ones in 
Civil Procedure of January 2020 (hereinafter Pilot Program 2020),58 which passed 
its midterm exam in February 2021,59 the SPC initiated reforms that included a 
separate part on electronic litigation. Among others, Article 21, paragraph 1 of the 
Pilot Program 2020 provides that litigation activities can take place online which 
have the same effect as offline activities. Meanwhile, Article 21, paragraph 2 lays 
down that courts can decide whether a proceeding can take place online based 
on technical conditions, the circumstances of the case, and the intention of the 
parties, among other factors. Then, the SPC released its Rules of Online Litigation 
of People’s Courts  (hereinafter Online Litigation Rules)60 which came into force 
on August 1, 2021. This judicial interpretation elaborates various rules to promote 
online proceedings.

Since the Pilot Program 2020 is by its nature an experiment for the forthcoming 
revision of the statute, Chinese lawyers looked forward to a new Civil Procedure 
Law in the latter half of 2021. The related rules of the Pilot Program 2020 have 
been generally adopted by the latest revision of the PRC Civil Procedure Law.61 
The newly added Article 16 of the Law confirms Article 21 of the Pilot Program 
2020, whereas it incorporates the consent of the parties as the precondition to have 
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online civil proceedings. This precondition shows the efforts of the academics in 
China who endeavor to stand for the ordinary citizens. Because the procedural 
rights of the parties to a civil process will be affected by the new reform equipped 
with rules for online proceedings, we have to be prudent and cautious to equire for 
the agreement of the parties on having online proceedings. 

III. securIng the generAl prIncIple of 
       due process

A. Pros and Cons of the One-stop Mechanism
The aforementioned one-stop dispute resolution mechanism, which represents 
a more combined model of mediation, is believed to have different advantages 
and thus needs to be promoted all over China. It could provide convenience to 
the parties not just because the one-stop mechanism could help the justice users 
resolve their disputes with different procedural options, but the clients to civil 
justice could visit und utilize multiple facilities while sitting at home all the time. 
This mechanism, which could be regarded as an advanced counterpart of the 
Sanders’ “multi-door courthouse” design,62 can be served for the ordinary citizens 
more easily.

Within this integrated mechanism, there could be less disputes on the 
connection or transfer of the case from one form of dispute resolution to another 
form. In this way, the combination of different forms of dispute resolution, such as 
Med-Arb, Arb-Med, Med-Arb-Med or pre-action mandatory mediation,63 could be 
streamlined accordingly.64 Conversely, all alternative forms of dispute resolution 
are undoubtedly in the shadow of court proceedings.65 Furthermore, some 
collected evidential materials such as the judicial expert identification (equivalent: 
factual expert witness or Sachverständigung) in the pre-action phase could also be 
acknowledged as the statutory evidence which could be submitted and evaluated 
during the court’s hearings. Otherwise, these materials would be rejected to be 
admissible evidence as they do not meet the statutory requirement that evidence 
ought to be collected during the judicial process. 

In the meantime, the practitioners at local level may worry about the impact of 
this one-stop policy in practice. The possibility of pre-action mediation or some 
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kinds of consultation might jeopardize the parties’ fundamental right of claim 
before courts. The reason is that other than having their day in court instantly after 
the filing of a lawsuit, the parties would normally be transferred to the mediation 
facilities at first. Then, the parties have to wait for when the mediation facilities 
send the case back to the competent court. The whole process may take months 
in reality. If there is indeed no chance to reach any settlement between parties, 
these pre-action proceedings make no difference and therefore is a waste of time. 
Theoretically, we may have to accept a “mediatory continuum” between the court 
proceedings and mediation66 as the Weber’s ideal type. However, the delay of 
civil proceedings should never be attributed to the chance of mediation. In this 
sense, the new online form of dispute resolution outside the court may change the 
specific methods to do justice, but the procedural safeguard of civil justice is still 
supposed to be maintained. Justice delayed is justice denied, and ODR cannot be 
an excuse to postpone the proceedings.

Concretely speaking, the crucial concern refers to the insistence on the due 
process principle in different areas of civil justice which is not limited to the 
Internet justice. Previously, it was recognized that the one-stop mechanism could 
contribute to the convenience of dispute resolution which may relate to more 
flexible and then simplified proceedings. Indeed, there are too many cases before 
Chinese courts and too few qualified judges who could resolve the relevant 
disputes. As a result, the one-stop mechanism is not merely for the ordinary 
citizen, but also for the court system itself. Yet, it should be kept in mind that the 
court is to deliver justice to the justice users. The court should decide which party 
has rights and which party is truly a wrongdoer who is accountable for his/her 
behaviors. In other words, the civil justice cannot flee away from its duty to make 
such decisions. The other dispute resolution facilities could neither do such job 
instead nor provide ordinary due process for the parties.

One of the right approaches to handling with the overburdened caseload is, 
besides designating more competent judges, to reduce the cases which could 
flow into the judiciary or to slow down the pace of courts while managing the 
cases in dispute. Justice delayed could to some extent still be justice, whereas 
justice with serious errors, which are caused by accelerated proceedings, would 
be even more troublesome. If only emphasizing the necessity of having some 
speedy, cheap, polite judicial services which are nevertheless not supported with 
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sufficient resources, the chance of having defective judiciary is much higher. It is 
not desirable for the public trust in the judiciary and is also toxic for the individual 
judge who is already working very hard to finish his/her professional assignments. 
It is not fair for these hard-working judges, especially the judges at grass-root level 
who form the targeted group of any judicial reform, but has less influence on the 
policy-making and will have to endure or undertake the anger of individual parties. 

Moreover, the judicial techniques should be enhanced. For instance, there 
ought to be advanced procedural institutions which allow the resolution of multiple 
and complex disputes in one single litigation. The author would like to draw 
attention to the usage of consolidation of claims/parties, compulsory aggregation 
of claims and the deepened understanding of the res judicata effect67 of a final civil 
judgment. 

B. Internet-based Advance Arbitral Awards?
Following the general coverage of Chinese ODR mechanisms, the question would 
arise of what should be the limitations of Internet-based dispute resolution. Here, 
the principle of due process should be stressed for securing parties’ substantive 
and procedural rights during ODR. There is no need to emphasize the importance 
of due process for Chinese and foreign audiences, but disputes can be existing on 
whether due process has been sufficiently protected. Particularly, in the context of 
ODR, which, by its nature, represents creative measures, there could be even more 
room for practitioners to tell their stories.

Here, it is worth introducing a well-known example of advance arbitral awards 
[先予仲裁裁决], literally meaning an arbitral award which has already been given 
before the related dispute arises, in recent commercial arbitration in China as an 
illustration of when the principle of due process was violated and then restored. 
Because ODR has at least partly developed because of lawyers’ efforts to think 
and practice creatively, there can always be new attempts to use ODR methods, 
but some actions can go too far and jeopardize procedural justice materially. In 
the following case, an arbitration institution addressing an advance arbitral award 
ruled in favor of a money lending company. In June 2018, the SPC released a 
special judicial document called Official Reply of the SPC on the Application 
of Law on Placing “Advance Arbitral” Awards or Mediations of Arbitration 
Institutions on File for Enforcement,68 which aimed to target the misuse and 
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manipulation of arbitral proceedings, especially online proceedings.
Internet-based arbitration is time-saving and efficient because it eliminates the 

physical limitations on conducting arbitral proceedings, making it appealing to 
money lending companies, among other entities. Money lending contracts contain 
a clause stating that the company can enforce contracts as the final arbitral award, 
although, to date, there have been no lending disputes. For marketing purposes, 
some arbitration institutions will facilitate these agreements if they did not initiate 
them, and they will make final arbitral awards accordingly. For practical purposes, 
the borrower has no access to substantive arbitral proceedings. This standardized 
lending arrangement deprives debtors of their constitutional right to be heard 
before the court.69

When online arbitration process began and disputes came to arise in lower 
courts, judicial interpretations tried to comply with the SPC, which makes one 
specific judicial interpretation to set rules for this disputed case category. For 
instance, under Article 2 of the Arbitration Law, an institution will arbitrate 
existing contract disputes and other property rights and interest disputes. For 
cases in which money lending companies apply to enforce an arbitral award or 
mediation ruling rendered before a genuine dispute occurs, courts must not accept 
the applications, and if an application was accepted, it should be rejected.70 The 
reason for this rule in the Official Reply is that the judiciary does not take the 
aforementioned “Advance Arbitral” awards or mediations as valid enforcement 
titles (titres exécutoires). Therefore, these awards or mediations are not capable of 
initiating the enforcement proceedings under Chinese law.71

Additionally, the SPC recognizes the following two circumstances as indicating 
that the “composition of the arbitration tribunal or the arbitration procedure has 
violated the statutory procedures” set out in Article 244, paragraph 2 (3) of the 
PRC Civil Procedure Law. On the one hand, an arbitration institution neither hears 
a dispute, nor presides over a mediation under the procedures of the Arbitration 
Law procedures. Instead, it renders a decision according to the settlement or 
mediation agreement signed by the parties to a P2P lending contract before the 
dispute occurs. On the other, an arbitration institution does not protect the parties’ 
fundamental procedural rights prescribed in the Arbitration Law, such as applying 
for disqualification of arbitrators, providing evidence, and defending themselves 
during the arbitration. Furthermore, where a party to a P2P lending contract claims 
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that the arbitration procedures do not violate the legal procedures based on the 
agreed waiver clause, the People’s Court shall not grant support thereto. Lastly, 
this Official Reply of the SPC applies to enforcing arbitral awards or mediations 
on contract and property rights and interest disputes.72

With this Official Reply, these “Advance Arbitral” Awards or Mediations of 
Arbitration Institutions were declared void in China. This rapid response from 
the judicial branch is of great importance in practice, because a great amount of 
potential enforcement cases are then prevented from going into the enforcement 
organ, namely the People’s Courts themselves.73 For the relevant parties in arbitral 
proceedings, this Official Reply also means that their due days in arbitral hearings 
could be safeguarded. Then, it comes to a further question: to what extent the 
Internet-based arbitral proceedings could be simplified without prejudice to the 
requirement of due process? With our example of “Advance Arbitral” Awards or 
Mediations we could merely determine the bottom line of procedural justice. It is 
rather up to the commercial and judicial practitioners to develop feasible paths for 
the online arbitration.

C. Online Service of Legal Documents
Among others, serving or notifying legal documents to the parties and competent 
entities during any proceeding shows one key element of due process which 
exists in every legal jurisdiction. It is clear that proceedings should not go forward 
unless all parties have been properly noticed.74 In fact, this requirement for service 
and notice in civil proceedings is rather a well-acknowledged principle of civil 
procedure. To prove it, we could among others turn to the new Model European 
Rules of Civil Procedure,75 which has a subtitle of “Service, Due Notice and the 
Right to be Heard.” Forms of notice are generally stipulated by fixed legal rules 
that might be “beyond the constitutional requirements” for “mechanics of notice 
and service.”76 However, it is noticeable that the electronic means of service 
follows different processes and the same set of rules should apply to these means. 
Beyond ADR, Chinese courts have developed detailed procedures for service that 
can extend to other areas of dispute resolution. The new rules could introduce 
serving litigation documents as an example of potential Internet-based arbitration 
and mediation.

Once a court registers a new civil case, it has the judicial responsibility to serve 
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the litigation documents to the defendant, which holds for online proceedings 
as well. Article 87, paragraph 1 of the PRC Civil Procedure Law of 2012 stated 
that with the consent of the person to be served, a court could serve litigation 
documents by fax, email, or any other means that allows a sender to confirm 
receipt by the person being served except for judgments, rulings, and consent 
judgments. If the court adopts one of the above means, according to Article 87, 
paragraph 2 of the PRC Civil Procedure Law of 2012, when the fax, email, or 
other means reaches the intended recipient is considered the date of service. 
Following this revolutionary new rule, Article 135 of the Interpretation of the SPC 
on the Application of the PRC Civil Procedure Law of 201577 (ICPL 2015) adds 
that, in its first paragraph, litigation documents can electronically be served via 
fax, email, mobile communications, and other specific systems. In such a case, 
based on the second paragraph of the aforementioned Article 135 of ICPL 2015, 
the date the document reaches the recipient within the specific systems is the date 
of service recorded in the relevant system. However, according to the same second 
paragraph, when a recipient can confirm that he or she received the document 
on a different date from what was indicated in the court’s system, the former 
prevails. Article 136 of ICPL 2015 also says that a person who agrees to be served 
electronically must confirm this.

At the end of 2016, the SPC released Several Opinions of the SPC on 
Further Promoting the Efficient Distribution of Complex and Simple Cases and 
Optimizing the Allocation of Judicial Resources of 201678 (hereinafter Opinions). 
Among others, Article 3 of the Opinions is a comprehensive one which covers 
different perspectives of serving legal documents and therefore could be used 
as a suitable illustration for the Chinese approach of online notification during 
civil proceedings. Article 3 stipulates that if parties agree on a service address 
before any dispute arises, the court can use it as the confirmed address for serving 
litigation documents. A party that brings an action or submits a defense must 
confirm the service address in written form. Moreover, if parties have agreed to 
electronic service of documents, they must provide and confirm such electronic 
service addresses as fax number, email address, and WeChat ID. Still within 
Article 3, the Opinions call for taking full advantage of China Judicial Process 
Information Online and establishing a uniform electronic service platform for 
courts across the country, such as improving how the national postal institution 
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serves litigation documents by offering the exclusive delivery service for courts.
In February 2017, following the promise made in the SPC’s annual report,79 a 

National Unified Electronic Service Platform for Courts [全国统一电子送达平台]80 
began trial after the establishment of smart courts. Four different courts, namely, 
Fengman District People’s Court in Jilin Province, Huadian City People’s Court 
in Jilin Province, Hangzhou Railway Transport Court, and Yuhuan People’s Court 
in Zhejiang Province, were selected as the pilot sites. Litigation documents in 
those courts were available through Sina Weibo, Sina Email, Alipay, and other 
platforms, whose channels are particularly efficient because of popular social 
media in China.81

Article 24, paragraph 1 of Pilot Program 2020 provides that with the consent 
of the person being served, the courts can deliver litigation documents and 
evidential materials by electronic means such as the China Judicial Process 
Information Online, the National Court Unified Service Platform, fax, email, 
and instant messaging. In this regard, Article 24, paragraph 2 of Pilot Program 
2020 lists specifically that any of the four circumstances constitutes consent to 
electronic service under court rules.82 Article 25 of Pilot Program 2020 regulates 
that after receiving the express consent of the person being served, the People’s 
Court may electronically serve adjudicative instruments such as judgments, 
rulings, and consent judgments. However, if a party requests printed versions 
of these instruments, the court must provide them. Before Articles 24 and 25 of 
Pilot Program 2020, meanwhile, Article 15 of Provisions Internet Courts 2018 
established substantially similar rules. Combining Article 87, paragraph 1 of the 
PRC Civil Procedure Law of 2012 and Article 25 of Pilot Program 2020, Article 
90, paragraph 1 of the current PRC Civil Procedure Law makes it clear that with 
the consent of the person to be served, the court could serve litigation documents 
using electronic means that allows a sender to confirm receipt by the person 
being served. While serving judgments, rulings, and consent judgments, if a party 
requests printed versions of these instruments, the courts must provide them. Such 
new rules refer to a significant breakthrough since the Chinese legislator is hereby 
considering the service of documents for tens of millions cases. In any case, civil 
proceedings are to be terminated by some form(s) of judicial decisions of the 
competent court. Nevertheless, in theory, it is of equal importance to notice that 
the consent of either party is still essential for the adopting of electronic service. 
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How far procedural contracts could stipulate is a genuine issue of due process. The 
new statute shows the unavoidable emphasize in China on the contractualizaion 
of civil litigation which has also been grasped in the aforementioned relationship 
between arbitration and litigation.83

Even though the parties agree to e-service, its effectiveness comes into 
question. Article 26, paragraph 1 of Pilot Program 2020 clarifies that if a People’s 
Court uses an electronic address voluntarily provided or confirmed by a person 
being served, service actually takes place when the information served reaches 
the system where the electronic address is located. Article 26, paragraph 2 then 
stipulates that if the person being served consents to electronic service but fails to 
voluntarily provide or confirm an electronic address, and the People’s Court uses 
an available electronic address of the person being served for service, whether 
service is completed is determined according to the different circumstances.84 
Lastly, according to Article 26, paragraph 3, if the service is completed effectively, 
the court must prepare for an acknowledgment of electronic service as the effective 
receipt. Prior to Article 26 of Pilot Program 2020, Article 17 of Provisions Internet 
Courts 2018 had already established substantially similar rules. The suggested 
rules themselves are provided in a complicated way. However, they intend to meet 
the need of various courts and practitioners by incorporating varied situations in 
one single article.85 

Compared to these previous rules, Article 90, paragraph 2 of the current PRC 
Civil Procedure Law chooses to be straightforward and alters Article 87, paragraph 
2 of the PRC Civil Procedure Law of 2012 only slightly. The current rule orders 
that when the court serves litigation documents using electronic means, service 
actually takes place when the information served reaches the specific system of the 
person being served. It means that the new statute refuses the efforts of the SPC 
to distinct between the situation where the party has been formally served and the 
situation where the party has been notified substantially. However, Article 31 of 
the Online Litigation Rules has already incorporated Article 26 of Pilot Program 
2020, and this Online Litigation Rules ought to be applied in spite of the new PRC 
Civil Procedure Law. In other words, it may be concluded that Article 26 of Pilot 
Program 2020 fails to cut a way through the whole legislation process and find a 
proper place in the new statute, while the same rule is still effective before courts. 
For other dispute resolution mechanisms, the aforementioned distinction between 
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presumed service and de facto notification could show the right way to inform the 
party to be served. In any case, the issue of service is always sensitive which is an 
essential ingredient for a due process and a fair play. In China, the issue of service 
shows especially a long-lasting problem in civil justice.86

IV. neW technologIes for odr
A. Technologies and Neutrality of the Court
Electronic technologies, whether in service to courts or in other uses, raise 
concerns about data protection, security protocols, and necessary software and 
equipment87 with respect to protecting proceedings after successful cyberattacks. 
As both practicing lawyers and even judges do not yet have the substantive 
experience to such problems, they must rely on technological developments by, for 
example, the creative efforts of big Internet service providers. The principle of due 
process in electronic court proceedings calls for incorporating practical IT expert 
advice to make judicial business more custom-friendly and efficient. Lawyers 
themselves are not good at antivirus software for cybersecurity needs, which is, of 
course, insufficient protection. Specialized IT engineers are required to keep the 
electronic environment clean and healthy.

Ironically, however, in regard to the interactions between lawyers and IT 
experts, there could be some challenges to the neutrality of the court. Since the IT 
experts have electronic technologies, they may be taking control of many legal and 
judicial activities. In this case, lawyers are losing their professional territory. Also, 
if the engineers are not only assisting the judges but getting involved in disputes 
themselves, the relationships become complicated. A noticeable example of such 
complications is the correlation between the Hangzhou Internet Court and the 
e-commerce giant Alibaba, which is located just within this court’s jurisdiction.88 
Concerns will arise if the court takes a case relating to Alibaba while at the same 
time using Alibaba’s customized Internet service. Because local protectionism 
has frequently been disputed in Chinese law,89 even if local courts no longer rely 
on local governments financially, which actively support large local companies to 
demonstrate their progress in governance, outside observers continue to question 
the connection between courts and giant companies. Based on prima facie 
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evidence in the judicial statistics, many citizens and even lawyers believe that 
some large Internet-based company in southeastern China can hardly lose a case 
if the local court has competence with territorial jurisdiction over the company. 
Despite the lack of empirical data, we could still keep eyes on the development of 
this observation in the future.

B. Electronic Evidence and Special Legal Regimes
New technologies have given rise to the new types and forms of evidence because 
intangible evidence, such as electronic evidence, could be a factual basis for any 
kind of adjudication under the framework of ODR. This kind of evidence requires 
new policies to address concerns. For instance, electronic contracts do not leave a 
trail of written documentation, but only electronically stored data which consist of 
the consensus between business partners. If such data is verified, the function of 
written contracts could still be fulfilled entirely.

To address this matter, Article 63, paragraph 1 (5) of the PRC Civil Procedure 
Law of 2012 began recognizing electronic data as a type of civil evidence, 
and Article 66, paragraph 1 (5) of the current PRC Civil Procedure Law keeps 
it untouched. Also, Article 14 of the Some Provisions on Evidence in Civil 
Procedures (hereinafter Provisions Evidence 2019)90 designates the following as 
admissible electronic data: information released online such as by webpages or 
blogs; communication through network application services such as short text 
messages, emails, instant messaging, and chat groups; user registration or identity 
authentication data, electronic transaction records, communication records, login 
logs, and other information; and electronic documents, pictures, audio recordings, 
video recordings, digital certificates, and computer programs. Then, in a broader 
sense, Article 14 states in its fifth and last item that the scope of admissible 
electronic data extends to cover information stored, processed, and transmitted 
in digital form which can prove the facts of the case. It is then up to the judicial 
practice to develop which kinds of electronic data could be taken as evidence 
before courts. This extension facilitates ODR proceedings since arbitration or 
mediation proceedings could regard this rules as model rules. Following these 
rules, special evidential examination and evaluation requirements were introduced 
by the Provisions Evidence 2019, as well.91

Compared with the traditional approach to evidential production, furthermore, 
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the essential evidence of a case being heard online has to be submitted differently. 
It means that electronic evidence could be an alternative form of other kinds of 
evidence such as documentary evidence or expert opinions. Because electronically 
submitted material is generally not in its original form, there can be doubts about 
admissibility.92 Article 22 of Pilot Program 2020 stipulates that electronically 
submitted litigation and evidential materials submitted by the parties can be 
used directly in the litigation. In this case, paper originals are not required. 
However, if courts require original documents for any reason, such as requested 
by either party or needed by the case itself, these must be provided. Article 10 
of Provisions Internet Courts 2018 states that documents related to personal 
identification or duplicate business licenses, authorization letters, identification 
of legal representatives and other litigation materials, documentary evidence, 
judicial expert opinions, inspection records, and other evidentiary materials 
that are submitted and processed electronically are deemed to meet the formal 
requirements for originals after the courts have examined the materials. If an 
opposing party raises any objection to the authenticity of any such materials 
and has reasonable grounds, the Internet court will, according to Article 10 of 
Provisions Internet Courts 2018, require the party submitting the related evidence 
to provide the originals.93 These provisions allow for electronically submitted 
evidence to be interpreted and regulated in accordance with the general theory of 
evidence law, which has been traditionally prepared for physical evidence. Yet, 
it attracts our attention that there could be some cases where it is not suitable to 
substitute physical evidence with electronic evidence. For instance, it happens 
when there are numerous physical evidence or evidence which is highly disputed.

According to the SPC’s special report, the Chinese judiciary aims at innovating 
the online preservation and authentication of e-evidence. Blockchain technology in 
combination with big data and cloud storage is used in the judicial process. As of 
October 31, 2019, courts in 22 provinces (municipalities) had interconnected with 
national e-evidence platforms underpinned by blockchain, which is widely linked 
to 27 sites, including the National Time Service Center. It has finally diversified 
dispute resolution platforms, notary offices, and forensic sciences centers. About 
194 million pieces of e-evidence have been preserved on the platform, supporting 
evidence authentication and examination in future hearings. In this aspect, all 
three Internet courts have mapped out their own exploratory plan in detail.94 For 
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the purpose of this contribution, not only the regulated types of electronic data but 
also the rules on electronic submission of evidences could be comparable in both 
the area of commercial arbitration and different forms of mediation.

C. Impact of Artificial Intelligence Systems on Civil Proceedings
Lastly, the potential use of artificial intelligence (AI) systems in China, as opposed 
to other jurisdictions,95 is a very popular research topic.96 Under the SPC’s current 
reform plan for 2019-23, the courts are to develop intelligent case assistant systems 
and improve the functionality of similar case references, outcome comparisons, 
data analyses, and warnings against adjudication defects.97 This process will call 
for deploying AI systems in adjudication. Current AI applications in courtrooms, 
virtual or offline, include synchronous, real-time voice transcription, and 
intelligent voice cloud platforms. However, these general examples do not fully 
reflect usages of specialized legal AI technology that most lawyers are looking for 
in civil proceedings.  

In practice, computer programs and websites can provide preliminary answers 
to legal questions. Beyond private service providers, Shanghai courts responded 
to nearly 10,000 frequently asked procedural questions that had accumulated over 
the years by producing FabaoZhicha [法宝智查], a Q&A database that contains 
2,300 prepared answers.98 The site provides multiple resources and links such as 
official websites, litigation service bots, and WeChat official accounts to satisfy 
parties’ diverse needs in civil proceedings.99 Other courts could provide these 
services as well. For instance, the Online Diversified Dispute Resolution Platform 
operated by the High People’s Court in Zhejiang Province is also accessible on 
the Internet at no cost.100 Also, different courts have litigation risk assessment 
systems and terminals in their Litigation Service Centers.101 Following Article 
21 of Opinions of the SPC on Building One-stop Diversified Dispute Resolution 
Mechanisms and One-stop Litigant Service Centers,102 the SPC intends to place 
intelligent equipment such as all-in-one computers for facilitative services in 
courts’ litigation service halls. Also, the SPC plans to improve the 12368 litigation 
service telephone hotline with improved intelligent answering.

However, it is considered that the current e-technology is too elementary to 
be regarded as AI technology that will radically change the understandings and 
behaviors of the legal community.103 AI is not a webpage of fixed answers to 
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specific legal questions. In addition, even AI-facilitated judgments are still to 
a great extent made by human judges as usual, AI-generated solutions have no 
substantial impact on judges’ decisions, but they are merely references. Even 
if judges obtain suggestions from their colleagues, the opinions of attorneys, or 
textbooks, AI is not substituting human adjudicators.104 Although big data can 
provide insights over traditional legal methods, the author would suggest that 
two major preconditions are required for successful deep learning to predict 
judgments: (1) the data should be collected and coded properly;105 and (2) the real 
elements that determine case results can be disclosed in most final judgments. It 
is difficult to say that China’s judiciary today is meeting these two preconditions. 
Accordingly, invoking AI systems in the court remains in the future. While these 
two preconditions would be met later, then we may encounter the well-known 
saying of John von Neumann while trying to solve the problem of complexity: 
“with four parameters I can fit an elephant, and with five I can make him 
wiggle his trunk.”106 A complex model may fit the collected data with abundant 
parameters, whereas using this model to predict the future is another thing.

V. conclusIon

ODR is a globally attractive option. However, it does not self-evidently mean an 
advanced stage in the trajectory of dispute resolution. ODR is not only one of the 
different forms for resolving disputes, but it should contain substantial legal rules 
and institutions. On one hand, ODR strongly connects to other dispute resolution 
mechanisms. If traditional dispute resolution output is of low quality in one 
jurisdiction, the respective online output is unlikely to be high. To a great extent, 
ODR could be a mirror for the performance of traditional dispute resolution like 
court service within a physical courtroom or other mediation, arbitration or mixed 
choices. The Internet-based characteristic of ODR means merely a different 
environment for dispute resolution. Whether ODR is managed successfully or 
not, depends on the general understanding and operation of dispute resolution. On 
the other hand, the notion of ODR itself consists of various forms or models. The 
current pandemic gives rise to the very strong need for online alternatives, while 
China is among the leading jurisdictions which are in support of Internet-based 
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experiments. The Chinese experience could show both a localized possibility of 
having ODR and a prospective future for the whole world.

With this respect, this contribution intends to introduce the ODR mechanism 
in China and discuss the principle of due process as well as the impact of 
technologies. It is first necessary to seriously consider the rapid development of 
ODR in China. The application of ODR in commercial arbitration, facilitated 
mediation, e-commerce systems and Peoples’ Courts should be taken into account. 
Among these possibilities, the new technologies including AI and electronic 
evidence are the key ingredients for a successful ODR system in China. It is 
noted that electronic evidence could form the basis of fact-finding for any ODR’s 
possibilities. While AI systems are popular in China, until now they have not fully 
represented specialized legal AI technology. It means the Chinese lawyers are 
still looking forward to advanced AI systems for forthcoming dispute resolution 
attempts.

Meanwhile, although not very fascinating, the settled procedural principles 
regarding due process and neutrality should still be the primary task of civil justice 
and ADR. Keeping the advantages of the one-stop dispute resolution mechanism 
in mind, it deserves worries and doubts whether the fundamental right of claim 
could be safeguarded even if the pre-action mediation is promoted severely. 
Considering the convenience of dispute resolution which is given rise to by one-
stop mechanism, this chance to be mediated should never substitute the parties’ 
day in court. Taking the so-called Internet-based advance arbitral awards as a vivid 
illustration, the importance of these procedural principles is to be developed. The 
requirement for service and notice in civil proceedings is to be and has also been 
fulfilled under Chinese law. Yet, while relying on the IT experts who have the 
expertise in electronic technologies, the dispute resolution facilities such as courts 
are always supposed to be aware of the risks of losing neutrality, especially when 
it comes to the disputes relating to the IT experts and IT companies. 

Lastly, these conclusions could be limited to developing countries such 
as China that are approaching a steady implementation of the rule of law. 
Nevertheless, the conclusion could also be overarching that can be generalized 
more broadly for various jurisdictions.
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